InVest: 19 – Double your Dome
6 months ago, we focused on entering a deep, underground shelter, which in my dream was
depicted in the Serengeti in Tanzania, Eastern Africa. We hunkered down in our hypothalamus
or subconscious or soul. We hunkered down in our heart.
Each year, about 2 million wildebeests (horse-like animals) migrate around the Serengeti.
Some 250,000 of them die each year; trampled to death, drowned in a river, or eaten by lions or
crocodiles. Wildebeests represent mankind’s wild, beastly nature. As given in Revelation 6:8, in
the 4th-seal opening, we are given power (4 th horse) over our wildness and that of others. In the
months after this dream, about 250,000 people died in the Haitian and Chilean earthquakes.
Nearly 2 weeks ago, we focused primarily on a dome over our home. This dome was above
ground, although anchored down into it. Our etheric guides and angelic guardians sealed if off.
Protected inside, we rested in, and radiated love from, our holy heart.
Double your dome. Reimage and re-enforce the dome of Christ light over your home. Below it,
like a mirror image, envision an inverted dome that goes deep down below you. The 2 domes
merge and form a ball of light that is high above and below your whole home. Rest peacefully
in your love-filled heart that is in the center or middle of you. From this totally protected sacred
heart, radiate peace and love in all directions: east and west, north and south, above and below.
The upright dome above the ground represents our masculine aspect, our conscious mind,
our mental and physical bodies, the Father of God polarity. To Natives, it is Father Sky.
The inverted dome below the ground is like a southwest Indian kiva. It is our feminine nature,
subconscious mind, emotional and astral bodies, the Mother of God polarity. It is Mother Earth.
Be in the center of the ball of light. Be in I Am, superconscious or Christ consciousness. Be in
your heart of hearts. Your heart chakra, seal or power center is the 4th one down from the top
and the 4th one up from the bottom. Your sacred heart is the fulcrum, the middle, the epicenter
of the 7 major chakras. In it is the golden key of love for healing every ill of humanity.
Rise from your heart into the 3 upper chakras (throat, third eye, crown) and into the upper half
of the ball of light, where you commune with your angelic guardians, etheric guides, and what
Amerindians call the “grandfathers.” Love the air and sky. Be in our Father’s heart.
Descend and anchor love into the 3 lower chakras (solar plexus, regenerative, sacral) in the
bottom half of the light ball. Love earth and water. Love the devas. Love the “grandmothers”
who have gone before, and now nurture, you. Be in our Mother’s heart. Be His-Her child of love.
Love totally envelopes, suffuses and protects you. Inside your ball of light, all worldly
negativity gets deflected and dissipated around the outside border of the light sphere. Radiate
light and love, peace and protection, cooperation and coordination in all six directions to every
nook and corner of the world, and into every dimension. Expand your ball of light until it is one
with the globe. Love God & love one another, including all minerals, plants & vegetables. Amen.
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